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development”. In the current legislation [9], the aim of heritage
protection is supplemented with aspiration of “public awareness
of heritage and use of it”. There is indicated that “cultural and
educational tourism is one of the public uses of heritage, but it
is necessary to maintain the authentic heritage form”. Therefore,
the provisions of heritage use in Lithuania developed from rather
pragmatic to culturally adaptive, creating stronger links with the
modern society.
Contemporary heritage management emphasizes active
and different use of heritage resources. Scientists state that
heritage use can be diverse, depending on the users’ objectives
and expectations. While heritage objects are usually applied to
museums, the modern society is already willing to build more
innovation and stronger relationship with heritage. Public can no
longer be limited to passive cognition [10]. Other scientists, by
accepting earlier thoughts, indicate the need to interpret heritage
and thereby bring together the public, but at the same time saving
heritage authenticity [11]. Lithuanian researches agree with
F. Tilden’s thesis, that heritage must be understood through its
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The study focuses on the protection of architectural heritage
at the beginning of the 21st century, when the main objective
of heritage preservation in post-modern consumer society is to
“raise heritage to contemporary life”. Thus, the methods and
terms of heritage adaptation and use for contemporary society
are analyzed in the paper. The consistent analysis of international
and Lithuanian heritage documents has revealed the regulatory
perspective of this aspect. This paper provides a brief overview
of the scientists’ foresights on authenticity as the essential
prerequisite for heritage preservation and its interface with
heritage adaptation and use.
The cultural value of five Lithuanian medieval castles has been
defined in terms of their typology, plan, spatial structure, material,
technology and environment. The relations of their preservation
works and authenticity, the balance of adaptation performance
and heritage authenticity have been studied. The comparison with
similar objects in other European countries, tendencies of their use
and adaptation have revealed the perspectives of the Lithuanian
situation in heritage adaptation for the needs of modern society.
I. Aspects

of

Adaptation and Use in Legislation
Preservation

of

Heritage

Reviewing international heritage documents, the main
declared goals and general principles of preservation have
been highlighted, as well as the approach to heritage use and
application has been identified. The objectives of these documents
indicate the evolution from “protect” [1], “preserve and transmit”
[2; 3], “preserve authenticity and transfer” [4], towards “to
provide heritage active role in society” [5], to “preserve and use
for sustainable human development and quality of life” [6]. The
provision of preservation still remains, but heritage transmission
to future generations now must be implemented by heritage
integration in postmodern, consumer society life.
The evolution of heritage protection legislation in Lithuania
has showed that since 1967 the legal provisions [7] has followed
the spirit of Venice Charter; heritage management activities have
been separated from its use and adaptation activities [8]. There is
stated that heritage is “used for scientific, educational and cultural

Fig. 1–2. Kaunas castle: the view of the abandoned and ruined castle in 1930; after
the last restoration and adaptation in 2011.
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interpretation, after understanding it must be appreciated, and
while appreciated, heritage must be protected [12]. Thus, the
nature of heritage preservation lies in its interpretation that can
be defined as an art to clarify the heritage meaning for visitors,
pointing the need to protect it [13]. Heritage perception today
should cover many visitors’ sensations and capacities, promote
their creativity, critical thinking in terms of evaluating the past
and making conjunction with the present [14]. As heritage use
and adjustment for the needs of modern society have complex
correlation with heritage authenticity, specialists require maximum
of protection, minimal change and proper use of cultural heritage
[15] and recommend separating new from old, and at the same
time to maintain the consistency of the whole [11]. Although such
provisions look correct, they are very difficult to implement; it
refers to preservation, or changes through consensus as a certain
balance between heritage authenticity and its modern use.
II. Use and Adaptation of Lithuanian Medieval Castles

The research of contemporary use and adaptation of the
Lithuanian architectural heritage has concentrated on medieval
castles, since these objects are the oldest remaining. They lost
their original purpose long ago that is why their analysis would
show real situation in this field. Five medieval castles have been
analyzed: remaining authenticity has been studied according
to primary function, shape, material, structure, technology,
environment [9]. It has also been examined how the change in
function and activities of new application have affected heritage
authenticity. The current interpretation of objects and their
consistency with heritage authenticity has been researched.
Medininkai castle environment has changed little; only
integrity of form has been lost due to natural decay. Last century
the castle was preserved and fragmentary restored. Currently
the project of “adjustment for tourism need” is running there,
providing a “complex and unique tourist attraction object”. The
lost form was restored (by survey data and analogues); warehouse
was totally reconstructed (by historic iconography). There are
also planed some novelties as the stage in the courtyard, medieval
craft town, cafes, souvenir shop, and parking near the castle
territory. The heritage commercialization risk appears there as its
clear cultural interpretation is almost neglected.
Kaunas castle has lost most of its authenticity in various
aspects: only 1/3 of plan is left and 1/4 of castle form remains;
the environment has been damaged by the river flow and urban
development. The tower was restored (1964) and adjusted for
the small museum exposure. Since 2005, the tourist information
center is located there, and intensive studies of castle feasibility
have started. However, very little was discussed about the nature
of castle use ant its interpretation; the concerns mostly related to
the way how to deal with the material remains, how to reconstruct
them. Now the implementation of minimum intervention project
has already finished. The tower height and roof form has been
designed by historical analogues. In order to differ from the
authentic brick wall, the openwork masonry has been suggested,
but it has totally ignored the semantics of defensive object.
The new element – concrete stairs – suggests modern aesthetics,
and this meets legal requirements for novelties in heritage
(Figures 1–2).

Fig. 3–5. Vilnius upper castle: the view of the castle hill in 1916; the western
tower of the castle; the lift to the upper castle installed in 2003.
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Environment of Vilnius upper castle remained most authentic,
but the form and material authenticity was heavily damaged. In
the early 20th century, the castle became available for public;
the donjon was restored and the viewpoint was installed there
(1936); the tower was applied to the museum display (1960).
Only recently new elements have emerged in the castle, which
meet the requirements of the modern society: the coated exit
on the overview (1995), and the lift on the hill slope (2005)
(Figures 3–5). These novelties reflect modern aesthetics and are
measures of heritage adaptation. The given museum and city
overview function satisfies optimal use of this object, regarded as
a symbol of Vilnius and Lithuania. Respecting social and political
importance, castle management and expressive interpretation are
constantly questioned, carefully valued; therefore, the decisions
of adaptation remain quite prudent, conservative in nature.
Trakai peninsula castle functioned until the mid 16th century.
Now there is a great loss of authentic form and the environment
has been altered by urban development. In the mid 20th century,
the castle was preserved for maintaining its “ruins” image.
According to the adaptation for tourism needs project (2009),
the restored towers were equipped with educational classes,
expositions and craft workshops. Every year the “medieval feast”
is organized in the castle; this event is very popular and activates
the object usability and public cognition.
Trakai island castle had defensive significance till the 15th
century, later there was Grand Duke Residence (till the 17th
century). Its environment survived best of all, but more than half
of the form was lost; therefore, restoration and reconstruction
activities were executed using reliable historic data, analogous
and hypothetic forms. The decision to rebuild was reasoned by
the object great significance for state and nation, by desire to
preserve the relicts and to use for the museum exposition (1962).
The great wish was to restore at least one of the medieval castles
in Lithuania by creating its image “what it could be” and turn
the castle itself into exhibit (Figures 6–8). Currently the castle
is ongoing museum activities, educational tourism, and recently
there have started to organize cultural events, music festivals,
concerts and other themed entertainment events that activate this
heritage object participation in modern society life.
In the 20th century, medieval castles were preserved and used for
cultural purposes, mainly as the spaces for museum expositions.
As these objects lost most of their authentic form, reconstruction
prevailed there. Visual similarity of original and restored forms
testifies the cautious and shy approach that is completely opposite
to the clear interpretation of history and novelty. The 21st century
has activated heritage adaptation and use for the tourism. “Live
interpretation” method have raised the issue of heritage proper
use and adaptation that manifests the historical pageant, reviving
the spirit of historical era and highlighting the value of heritage.
The recent activities of heritage adaptation in Lithuania include
modern materials, technologies and forms, but these decisions are
very uncertain, like feeling fear and distrust in modern aesthetics.
The concept of novelty in Lithuanian heritage management is
traditionally regarded as a negative phenomenon. The problem
of old and new relation still exists, and it reveals the difficulties
to separate and to harmonize at the same time. This situation also
indicates the lack of clear strategy of heritage interpretation.
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Fig. 6–8. Trakai island castle: the ruins of the castle palace in 1939; the restored
palace in the castle (2012); the view of the entirely restored castle (2012).

III. Trends of Medieval Castle Application and Use in Europe

The study of the medieval castles in other European countries
is centered on their modern use and the ways of their application
for society needs. The interface of authenticity preservation and
adaptation has been investigated; and the possibilities to interpret
old and new, historical and contemporary, the past and the present
have been observed.
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(1991) in Denmark and Castelgrande castle (1991) in Switzerland
(Figures 11–12). The Danish castle was heavily injured; it was
researched, and then entirely restored. New elements were
formed from different color and size bricks; the structural interior
elements (columns and stairs) of modern forms are even claimed
to be a piece of art, but at the same time they respectfully leave
the space for the visual perception of historic substance. Interior
space is used for museum and exposure. The restoration and
fragmental reconstruction of Swiss castle was executed in modern
materials and monumental forms that constituted coherent whole
with the historic castle. The inner space is dominated by modern
aesthetics, and its monumentality perfectly fits the defensive
semantics of the castle.
In addition to the above-discussed types of heritage adaptation,
one more can be named as “without a clear conception”. This is
like an intermediate position, when objects have to play more
active role in public life. Therefore, they are used without a clear
or explicit view of the historicity and contemporaneity. Such
objects often lack integrity, aesthetic coherence, and they cause
an impression of incompleteness (Lida castle, Belarus, Ivangorod
castle, Russia).
The restoration and adaptation of Malbork castle in Poland
is an exceptional case. The castle was restored in traditional
materials and forms. However, inner spaces manifest the concept
of adaptation, where the space is divided into three groups.
Authentic substance prevails in the first group; in the second
group, modern expression balances with authenticity. The third
group of spaces consists entirely of modern forms, because this
area has been fully reconstructed; and temporary exhibition are
organized here. This project demonstrates the idea of time that
can be perceived through the object stages – from its original
construction to the present day. Thus, the medieval castle
accommodates three different interpretations – authenticity;
authenticity and modernity; modernity (Past, Past + Present,
Present).

Fig. 9–10. The castles adapted according to “park of ruins” conception:
Ogrodzieniec castles in Poland; Castle Praca Nova in Lisbon (2010).

“Park of ruins” concept emerged in the Romantic era, but
in today’s heritage preservation it can be considered the most
moderate and natural heritage application method, when the
object is maintained in such state, as it reached our times. The
object itself becomes a showpiece, it is often used in a “passive”
way; the perception of authentic object allows experiencing sense
of time flow. This use and application conception is popular for
the object, which has lost integrity of form, but has retained
their authentic environment (Flint castle in Wales, Novogrudok
in Belarus, Ogrodzieniec in Poland). Such adaptation is
characterized by minimal intervention, avoiding novelties, and
making emphasis on the feeling of natural evolution, change
and loss. Castle Praca Nova in Lisbon (Figures 9–10) is also
consistent with this concept, i.e. with introduction of new forms
and materials. These new elements act as the preservation tools,
and their purist forms look like they hang over the ruins. As a
result, physical and time distance of the exhibited structures is
made obvious.
Other conception of heritage application can be called
“authenticity and innovation”. In this case, heritage adaptation is
based on equal dialogue of history and novelty, and implemented
by composing the shapes and materials of different ages. The use
of contrast principle is complex and risky, because the opposite
properties “old and new”, and the opposite directions “separate
and connect” must be harmonized [11]. The success of this kind
of heritage application illustrates the case of Koldingus castle

Conclusions

Heritage legislation and scientific insights have highlighted the
current situation, when heritage preservation and transmission to
future generations is based on its close and immediate relationship
with modern society, i.e. heritage must be an active participant
of public everyday life. Such a situation indicates interaction of
two contradictory objectives: to preserve the authentic heritage
per se and to adapt it to the modern society that desires different
experiences and active entertainment. This leads to a difficult
task as there is not a dilemma: to preserve authenticity or to
change it by adapting; to preserve or to use; to seperate or to
combine, but the solution must include all factors. In this case
the requirement for creative and different heritage interpretation
appears, according to the aspirations and desires of society.
As interpretation is perceived as an art to clarify the
meaning of a heritage object to visitors, it is a creative process
that requires a lot of different skills, original ideas, creative
thinking. The practice of Lithuanian heritage (medieval castles)
use and adaptation is dominated by the provision of heritage
preservation per se, and heritage interpretation, disclosure and
way of its adaptation are perceived as a secondary, minimal
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measure. That is why even today in heritage adaptation practice
the retrospective forms, traditional, already tested solutions are
used that are not irrelevant to modern society (muzeologisation
of the restored and reconstructed heritage). Lithuanian heritage
adaptation process lacks the clear representation of relationship
of past and present; that is rather successfully implemented in
other European countries by the concepts of “authenticity and
innovations”. Heritage adaptation and interpretation activities
in Lithuania poorly cover public opinion and are mostly guided
by institutional decisions; such a situation is not topical. Over
the last decade positive changes have emerged: the method of
“live interpretation” is increasingly being used in the Lithuanian
medieval castles that manifest as historical pageant, artistic
performances, concerts and craft fairs.
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Fig. 11–12. The castles adapted according to the “authenticity and innovation”
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